G denotes a finite group. If G acts on X, and HQG, X H = {x; hx = Xy hÇzH}.
THEOREM 1. Let (N n t M%be a I.e. unbounded G-manifold and unbounded submanifold and suppose Mis compact. Bn -mG block bundle £ over M unique up to isomorphism and an embedding f: £(£)-»iV extending the inclusion of M. If g: £(£)->N is another such 3 isotopy F t of N mod M and an automorphism a of % with g
= Pi • ƒ • E (a).
P.L. G-embeddings. M and
/ U a X V a = h a •(idXg«). A k simplex of IQ(M, N) is defined by replacing "embed- ding" by "immersion" in the definition of E 0 (M, N). An embedding i: M-+N induces Ï: Homeo<?(i\0 -> E Q (M, N), {A* X N£ A k X N}-> {A k X M g X UA* X N}.
THEOREM 2. i' is aftbration.
Theorem 2 extends to the case of M bounded when the boundary is locally collared, and is proved by the method of 
P.L. G-immersions.
M and N will be as in (2) 4. Smooth G-immersions. M and N will be smooth G-manifolds (of finite dimension) (see [7] ), N without boundary, and If compact, and X a compact G space with X/G finite-dimensional.
Let There is a relative form of the theorem for pairs (X, A) where A is a closed G-subspace and X is as before.
